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proper seasons, or at least been performed with
precipitation or distraction! And if we find reason
to believe, that the allotment of time which it would
be most for our spiritual improvement to assign to
our religious offices, is often broken in upon and
curtailed ; let us be extremely backward to admit
excuses for such interruptions and abridgments.
It is more than probable, for many obvious reasons,
that even our worldly affairs themselves will not, on
the long run, go on the better for encroaching upon
those hours, which ought "to be dedicated to the
more immediate service of G-od, and to the culti-
vation of the inward principles of religion. Our
hearts at least, and our conduct, will soon exhibit
proofs of the sad effects of this fatal negligence.
They who in a crazy vessel navigate a sea wherein
are shoals and currents innumerable, if they would
keep their course or reach their port in safety, must
carefully repair the smallest injuries, and often throw
out their line and take their observations. In the
voyage of life also, the Christian who would not
make shipwreck of his faith, while he is habitually
watchful and provident, must often make it his
express business to look into his state, and ascertain
his progress.
But to resume my subject; let us, when engaged
in this important scrutiny, impartially examine our-
selves, whether the worldly objects which engross us,,
are all of them such as properly belong to our
profession, or station, or circumstances in life;
which therefore we could not neglect with a good
conscience? If they be, let us consider whether
they do not consume a larger share of our time
than they really require; and whether, by not trifling
over our work, by deducting somewhat which might
be spared from our hours of relaxation, or by some
other little management, we might not fully satisfy

